
           

A creative writing competition for primary age children 

promoted by Sidmouth Science Festival 2022 
together with children’s author Jo Earlam 
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If I were a tree 
planted for the Queen's Jubilee 
where might I grow, 
what might I see? 
Could I help our world 
become a better place to be? 

 

 



Thousands of trees are being planted this year to celebrate our Queen’s 70th year as 
Queen, her Platinum Jubilee. 

There’s a link here that tells you more about it… https://queensgreencanopy.org/ 

People from across the country are invited to join in, from young and old, in groups, 
in villages, cities, and in schools, everyone is encouraged to help improve our world 
by planting trees. That’s a lot of new trees being planted in 2022! 

What difference might they make to the world around us? What impact could they 
have on us as people and on our planet? 

Imagine being an actual tree. What would that be like? What would it be like being 

planted as part of such an important occasion along with thousands of other trees? 

This writing competition asks you to imagine being one of the trees planted this year 

as part of the Queen’s Jubilee Green Canopy… 

• Where might you be planted and grow? 

• What type of tree might you be? 

• How fast would you grow and how tall? 

• What might you see as you grow? 

• How might you make a difference to the people, the wildlife, and the other 

plants around you? 

Your piece of original creative writing can be based over any length of time you wish. 

It could focus on being a young tree, or it could look long into the future when as an 

aged oak, for example, you see how the world has changed. 

You can choose any type of tree you like, one with just leaves, or one with fruit, nuts, 

or berries. You could be a tree that has leaves all year round (evergreen), or loses its 

leaves in the winter (deciduous) – would your branches feel the cold if you did? 

Think of what character your tree might have. Did you know trees communicate with 

each other? You might focus on how your tree gets on with other trees planted in 

the same area, young ones planted for the jubilee, or older ones who’ve been there 

for many years and know how things used to be, have seen a lot happen. 

Trees can make a big difference to people’s lives. You might focus on the people who 

see you grow. Are they kind to you? Or do they ignore trees, or even worse, perhaps 

cause damage. Or perhaps stormy weather causes damage? 

If you were a tree planted for the Queen’s Jubilee, what positive difference could you 

make to the people who see you, the wildlife who shelter in your branches, other 

plants that grow around you? 

https://queensgreencanopy.org/


Thoughts on trees… 

Writing competition judge Tracey West, from Word Forest: One of my favourite 

Kenyan trees is the amazing baobab, often called the miraculous tree of life. I 

remember talking to a wonderful headteacher called Agnes underneath the welcome 

shade of a baobab in her playground. 

 

This majestic tree can grow up to 30 meters tall and has a very thick trunk which can 

store up to 120,000 litres of water. For most of the year it's leafless and its short, 

stumpy branches look just like roots! It's easy to see why some people call it the 

upside-down tree. 

 

This wonderful tree is a life saver. Monkeys and warthogs love munching its fruit and 

seed pods, bushbabies and fruitbats love its fruit nectar. When drought hits and 

water is hard to find, elephants and other creatures chew on its spongy bark to get a 

bit of moisture. 

 

It's easy to help our planet be well by planting trees and growing flowers that help 

birds, bees, and wildlife to thrive. Have a think about what you can do this year to 

help Mother Nature take care of our whole world - she needs you! 

 

Writing competition judge Simon West, from Word Forest: “I LOVED climbing trees 

when I was a boy! We had a small, wooded area near my house with an enormous 

holly tree. It had low branches that I could reach to start my climb. The leaves were 

spiky and would hurt if I placed a hand in the wrong place. However, with a little care 

I could get right up inside the tree. If I was quiet, no-one could tell I was there and I 

could watch the world going by in secret.” 

 

Ed Dolphin, of the Sidmouth Arboretum Project: I don't like to pick one tree as a 

favourite because I like them all for different reasons.   

I love the Oak because it shelters so many other living things, but also because its 
winter silhouette is like cranky witch's hair.  The Birch has smooth white bark that can 
be peeled to make special writing paper.  The Ash has sooty black buds to remind us 
of its name.  Of course, Apple, Pear and Plum trees give us delicious fruit full of 
goodness.  Hornbeams and Plane trees have beautiful bark but they also have fruits 
that hang down like Christmas Tree decorations.  Thinking of Christmas Trees, if you 
let them grow into the very large trees that they can become, they leak a sticky 
golden resin that has a deliciously fresh smell.  Sweet Chestnuts and Horse Chestnuts 



are not related but both have spiky fruits.  One can be roasted and eaten, but you 
can't eat conkers, although the Horse Chestnut flower spikes are marvellous.   
Many years ago, when I hadn't learned much about trees, I did have a favourite, the 
Beech.  There was a wood full of Beech trees that looked very old to my young 
eye.  The tall, straight trunks with their smooth grey bark were like the columns in a 
huge church, and the canopy spread over my head like a roof but letting through a 
soft green light.  Walking through the wood was an amazing experience. 
 

Jon Ball, from Sidmouth Science Festival: Sidmouth Arboretum has planted trees and 
hedges this winter to help celebrate the Queen’s Jubilee. We have had great support 
from local businesses, Kings Garden Centre and Waitrose, local organisations, the Sid 
Vale Association, Sidmouth in Bloom, The Old Comrades and the Women’s Institute, 
local community groups at Stowford Community Centre, Higher Brook Meadow and 
The Knapp and many individuals. 
 

Children’s author Jo Earlam: “I remember an oak tree that had fallen over in a wood 

near to where I lived. I called the old tree Emily. I’d sit high up on the trunk with my 

friends talking about everything. It felt special there. And I remember a silver birch in 

our village playing field, the roots being eroded by the river. I hugged it every 

morning as I passed by – one day it was gone, washed away in a flood, I was sad that 

I couldn’t save it.” 

 

 

If you write a winning story about being a tree planted for the Queen’s 

Jubilee, you’ll win a prize and be invited to Sidmouth Festival in August 

to collect it and may get to read your story aloud on the festival stage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Further competition details for schools/library  

For more information to help pupils/readers think about trees and how they make a 

difference download this helpful resource from The Word Forest Organisation… 

https://www.wordforest.org/learn/edupack-primary/ 

Two levels of entry – KS1 and KS2 

KS1 entries a poem or story up to a maximum of 300 words 

KS2 entries should primarily be a story, but can include rhyming verse, up to a maximum of 

500 words 

Artwork/illustration can be included but is not essential. 

Competition to take place within library/school’s own timing, to meet deadline of collection 

of entries by Friday June 17th, or before if available. 

Schools/library to be responsible for collecting own pupil/reader’s entries.  

Schools/library to pre-judge and select the best three entries in each key stage, for 

submission to Tracey and Simon West, of The Word Forest Organisation for overall judging 

and appraisal feedback. Schools may award own prizes as wished. 

Jo Earlam or Jon Ball to collect shortlisted entries from schools/library, and forward to Word 

Forest (www.wordforest.org). 

Judges’ consideration – relevance to the title and summary “If I were a tree…”, knowledge 

and understanding of trees, originality, and creative writing ability. 

There will be six overall prize winners in each key stage, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and three highly 

commended. Schools will be notified of winning entries upon completion of judging.  

Winning entries will be displayed, and prizes awarded at Sidmouth Festival, as part of the 

Sidmouth Arboretum ‘Tree Folk’ activity. Prize-giving will be on Friday 5th August around 

midday. Exact timing to be confirmed nearer the time. Winning pupils/readers may be 

invited to read their entries on the stage at Blackmore Gardens.  

 

NB: Please note that names of children with winning entries could potentially be submitted 

to the Sidmouth Herald and shared on social media, along with extracts from/details of the 

winning stories, and that organisers might request to take a photo of winning entrants.  

Please could schools/library confirm with parents/guardians if this is permissible, a refusal 

would not affect the judges’ decision, it’s simply for clarity at the time of prize-giving. 

Thank you!  

  

https://www.wordforest.org/learn/edupack-primary/
http://www.wordforest.org/

